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As an impact-first company, Dream Impact commits our mission in connecting
social entrepreneurs to resources, bridging communities for collaborations to
scale up and deepen impact in various fields. This is our inaugural sustainability
and impact report to outline our sustainability strategy and baseline status as
we move forward in building the impact ecosystem in Hong Kong and beyond. 

A company is a living organism, breathing our values and manifesting our
mission, thus sustainability must be part of each team member and flowing
through them. I must thank our whole team’s effort in building our company up
to our 5th anniversary in 2022. It is because of our individual dreams and
unwavering passions in creating collective impact that we stand strong as a
community of mutual support through COVID, that we continue to find
opportunities for innovation and collaboration.

Looking ahead and setting ambitious goals such as becoming net-zero by 2025,
our whole company is determined yet patient to grow positively for our
dimensions of body, mind, spirit, society and planet. 

Word from the Chief Catalyst

Co-Founder and Chief Catalyst
Ms. Dorothy Lam
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Introduction
Our Vision

 
Dream Impact envisions a society where everyone is conscious
of the work they do, the things they buy, and the values they
advocate. We drive the growth of a purpose-driven ecosystem
where everyone can be a part of this world-changing
movement, and we scale and deepen social impact through
advocacy, bridging of resources and strategic partnerships. 
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Our Impact Philosophy
Impact, whether positive or negative, comes from actions and decisions,
which are usually driven by intentions and motivations that are guided by
our own consciousness and awareness. The changes we make are
influenced by our beliefs and understanding of the external world. 

We put our impact philosophy into practice, relating the 5 elements to the
basic human needs to complete our impact philosophy framework,
including education, consumption, living, mobility, and work, and form an
interconnected web of impact.

What We Do
Dream Impact is Hong Kong’s largest network of social enterprises and
impact ventures. We have grown from a humble, dynamic community to one
of the driving forces in growing Hong Kong’s impact ecosystem.

With our 12,600-square-feet space in a prime location in Lai Chi Kok, we
bring together the vibrant community of social innovators to create a
greater, collective impact with the following services.

Dream Impact provides impact solutions and consultation to organizations
willing to contribute and grow in our impact ecosystem. Our main services
include ESG advisory & integration, investment matching, and program
development.
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Since inception in 2017, 
Dream impact has

supported

156

3,500+

50,000+

Social Purpose Organizations

Impact Events

Participants
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Our Values
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Theory of Change
What is Theory of Change?
Theory of Change is a comprehensive description and illustration of how
and why a desired change is expected to happen in a particular context. It is
focused in particular on mapping out what has been described as the
“missing middle” between what a program or change initiative does, and
how these lead to the desired goals. First, we need to identify the desired
long-term goals and then work back to identify all the outcomes that must
be in place for the goals to occur.

Our Theory of Change
Our theory of change is based on 3 pillars: impact space & community,
impact ecosystem, and impact capital. From the 3 pillars, we identified our
desired impact and goals. Then, we established the inputs, activities,
outputs, and outcomes we need as stepping stones through backward-
engineering.
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Milestones (2017 - 2018)  

2017
Renovated 12,600 sq ft within 2 months and launched the Dream Impact
community with 5 founding partners
Sourced all eco and second-hand furniture for the space
Hosted a Christmas party for 300+ people, featuring a secondary-school
innovation showcase and a lucky draw with impactful designer items such as
braille paintings

2018
We’ve grown to 18 Resident-Partners and 58 Non-Resident Partners
Delivered 7 school programs on Social Innovation for students from Lingnan
University, CUHK, IVE, etc.
Hosted a circular economy hackathon with Startup Weekend, with 3 winners
joining us as Resident Partners

Grand Opening in 2017
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2020
9/10 partners would recommend Dream Impact to others
95% of Resident Partners survived the COVID challenge
We announced our impact philosophy, promoting an awareness from our
own consciousness to linkage with the external world

2021
63.8% of partners recognize Dream Impact as their trusted long term
collaboration partner
72.3% of partners recognize Dream Impact as a resource connector in the
impact ecosystem
Launched our very-first reconnected retreat with 30+ participants

Milestones (2019 - 2021)  
2019

Partnered with Good Seed, Hong Kong Social Enterprise Challenge, and
Smart Apps Award to provide growth resources to winning startup teams
Our team grew to 5 full-time members with resources
We announced our impact 2.0 strategy and extended our business scope from
professional venue space provider to corporate consultancy, as well as
impact investment matching in Hong Kong
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Stakeholder
Engagement
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Stakeholder Engagement
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Sustainability Within the Organization

Dream Impact takes environmental and social impact into consideration. We make timely announcements to residential partners about the new facilities and
practices towards environmental friendliness in this co-working space. Employees will be introduced to office facilities such as recycling bins and reusable cooking
utensils during onboarding. On the other hand, bamboo tissues and reusable and sustainable cleaning products are adopted as office supplies. Partners and staff
can enjoy coffee using fair trade coffee beans in the pantry which help protect farmers from fluctuating market prices and the environment.
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Financial
Sustainability
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Community: To nurture a strong sense of belonging and greater bonds in
the Dream Impact community so individuals are supported in their own
growth.
Ecosystem: To deepen relationships across sectors to foster collaborations.
Capital: To back social startup founders by bridging talent and capital.

Financial Sustainability
Dream Impact aims to grow the impact community and space, provide impact
solutions and consultation, and offer impact capital services by collaborating
with cross-sector stakeholders including social startups, corporates, academia,
NGOs, investors, and the government. With a range of programs developed to
drive the 3 pillars of work, we can strive for sustainable growth with a
commitment to sustaining support for social startups with talent and capital.

Long-term objectives

Short-term objectives
To diversify the revenue streams by exploring business opportunities with
corporates to achieve their ESG goals by utilizing the network and resources
of Dream Impact. Driving more collaborations with universities to promote
social entrepreneurship with programmes and workshops is another focus. 
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Economic 
Expansion of social enterprise partners
network, corporate social partnerships, and
ESG advisory projects 
Building social entrepreneurship programs with
universities in Hong Kong 
Raising utilization of our impact venue rental
revenue to over 70%

Our sustainable business strategies
Social 

Building a collaboration hub to achieve
sustained support for social startup’s long term
growth
Involving multi-stakeholders to co-design
solutions, allowing inter-connected players to
create real impact shift in the local community

Environmental
Opening of Dream Garden in June 2022 to
promote and educate the community on
regenerative food and agriculture 
Invest in B Corp. certification by 2023 and
implement office and event sustainability
strategies 
Facilitate the execution of environmental
sustainability policies of large corporations via
ESG advisory 
Promote conservation through our anniversary
retreat in nature with over 100 social venture
founders and corporates
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Impact of our
sustainability policies

Academia

Social Enterprises

Corporates

Non-profits &
Charities 

We provide corporates with ESG advisory services, facilitation in the implementation of social and environmental
policies as well as their community and social engagement. This helped reduce their operational cost and
environmental impact. Corporates that have adopted Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (D, E&I) benefited from an
increase in job opportunities and a lower turnover rate.

We support nonprofits and charities by offering programs and event design. We are experienced in content
development, logistics, event-specific design and production to on-site management for events including a panel
discussion, brainstorming workshop and service innovation consultation.

We support social enterprises in terms of resources, referrals, and job opportunities, help with expansion, and
discounted rental fee.

We design programs, workshops, and social innovation tours for students to increase their awareness and
exposure to the Social Innovation ecosystem. We also assist academia in developing future innovators. 
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People
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People
At the heart of Dream Impact lies a community of dedicated employees and
partners. Our path to success is built on a foundation that places great
emphasis on the well-being and integrity of all who work in our company.
We accomplish this by creating an inclusive, friendly, and authentic
atmosphere in the workplace, as well as encouraging trust and respect
within our community. Our company ensures that all employees and
partners are subject to equity and fairness by implementing various
measures that protect everyone's rights. 

Whistle-blowing policy 
Dream Impact's Whistle-blowing policy is established to ensure that our
employees, partners, or third parties (e.g. customers) are given trustworthy,
safe, and confidential reporting channels where they can voice out any form
of misconduct, malpractice, or irregularities within the company. The
whistle-blowing channel can be accessed through email:
whistleblowing@dreamimpacthk.com.

Dream Impact treats every case seriously, properly, and fairly. If needed, an
investigation will be carried out to collect evidence and determine whether
any violation has taken place. Dream Impact reserves the final right to
determine the result of each case and suitable disciplinary action given to
the offenders.
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Code of Conduct
Our Code of Conduct Agreement sets out high standards of work ethics and
serves as a basis to review any misconduct such as gambling, corruption,
misuse of position, etc. All employees are required to sign our Code of
Conduct Agreement during their onboarding period. A whistle-blowing
policy is implemented to encourage voicing out any unfairness or
misconduct confidentially in the workplace.

Equal Opportunities & Non-
discrimination
In Dream Impact, we pay extra care to ensure that every employee and
partner has equal access to every opportunity. Applicants are reviewed and
evaluated based on their performance regardless on the basis of sex,
marital status, pregnancy, breastfeeding, disability, family status, race, or
other discriminatory factors. Our efforts to promote diversity and inclusion
allow us to discover talents, allowing us to excel and succeed.

Dream Impact is designed such that discrimination, harassment, bullying,
and any other form of misconduct are intolerable in our workplace. Our
Code of Conduct guides our employees to comply with our values. We are
committed to producing an inclusive workplace where everyone has their
value and place in Dream Impact.
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Employee
Development
Health & Wellness
Our Impact Philosophy places great emphasis on the Body, Mind & Spirit of
those who reside in our community. Hence, health and wellness is a major
theme in Dream Impact, where we strive to ensure that the physical, mental
and spiritual health of our employees is properly cared for. We sponsor,
encourage, and host health and wellness activities such as yoga nights
during the workweek. Employees also have access to counseling services,
wellness resources, and assistance programs.

Talent Nurturing and Retention
In Dream Impact, the abilities, skills, and talents of our employees drive the
entirety of our company. Therefore, it is a real challenge to maintain and
grow the existing talents Dream Impact has acquired. Dream Impact
implements a wide variety of programs to overcome said challenges. For
instance, we offer formal onboarding procedures for every newcomer,
weekly co-learning workshops to enrich each other, ongoing training on the
core values and purposes of Dream Impact, etc. We ensure that every
employee is provided with sufficient opportunities where they can expand
beyond their existing skillsets.
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Team Retreats
Dream Impact hosts regular retreat events with teammates on various
occasions, encouraging them to give feedback on company policies and
directions while allowing outside-of-office bondings to boost team morale
and allow authentic relationships to be formed.

Auto-pilot training
The Autopilot Leadership Model aims to increase efficiency and
effectiveness in organizations, enabling management with ease and
unleashing the full potential of work teams in order to meet organization
goals: achieving sustainable development. Dream Impact has adopted this
model and teamed up with various partners to develop employees'
leadership skills.

Wellness & Yoga Night
Weekly mediation and Yoga night for employees and partners. Through the
yoga experience, Dream Impact aims to create a harmonious experience for
our social start-up founders and employees to relax and destress.
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Impact Communities
The remaining two aspects of our impact philosophy are society and earth.
We make great efforts to bring our collective impact to our communities
and society. Such community investments are crucial to our impact
measurements, may it be in the form of donations or volunteering. We
believe that by impacting those around us, we can build an interconnected
ecosystem where cross-sector impacts can be produced. 

SSP District Health Centre
We have conducted a workshop with Sham Shui Po District Health Centre
(SSPDHC) in June 2021. The event's objective is to create cross-sector
communication among   NGOs and social enterprises.   As intermediates, we
have invited 13 social enterprises to work along with 11 colleagues from
SSPDHC in brainstorming social solutions
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Talent4Impact
An initiative to help Hong Kong to nurture a generation of
Environmental, Social, Governance, and Impact Investing professionals.
All selected fellows worked in the financial and non-governmental
organizations. The selected fellows took turns working among Dream
Impact, Ogier, and Sustainable Finance Initiative between June and
August 2021.  The fellowship included working experience and career-
sharing sessions.  We will continue the fellowship program with even
more organizations to participate to individualise fellow's learning
journeys.

Arch Festival & Mental Health
In December 2021, Dream Impact conducted its Arch Festival, a
wellness-centric 3-day event for individuals who are deeply interested
in mindfulness and understanding more of themselves. Over 15+
mindfulness experts have shared their experiences and view on a
positive lifestyle with our participants in a relaxing setting.
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Market & Bazaar: Showcase Impact Ventures to the Community
Connecting the public and social ventures by introducing the amazing works they are doing to the community has been one of the focuses of Dream Impact.
We organized the Dream Market in March 2021 featuring 10+ booths from social ventures including different repurpose fashion brands, hand-made
products, fair trade goods, innovative meals for the elderly, games for children, and local agricultural produce. 

In partnership with Social Enterprise Summit, the Dream Bazaar was held at Dream Impact in October 2021 showcasing local impact brands and products in
the themes of “Silver Economy & Elderly Care”, “Environment & Sustainability”, and “Innovative Education and Physical Health” and “Mental Wellness”. It was
participated by 28 social ventures with a traffic of over 260 visitors.
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UnitHome+ Project
Dream Impact co-led a collaborative social design project called UnitHome
together with the School of Architecture at CUHK and Kaifong Tour,
initiated by Social Enterprise Summit. It was an enhancement from a
prototype developed in 2020 which aimed to turn complicated knowledge
about housing financing schemes, co-living conflict resolutions, and
strategies to exit poverty into user-friendly games, after receiving numerous
positive feedback from non-profit organizations who were willing to adopt
this methodology in their practice.

A workshop was held for students in Tak Nga Secondary School and another
one for social workers using the card game in 2021. The former aimed at
introducing the housing issue in Hong Kong and building empathy among
students to residents living in the subdivided unit regarding the difficulties
faced in daily lives. Students commented that it was an eye-opening
experience and learned to make decisions by considering different factors.
For the workshop to social workers, valuable opinions were received to
enhance the design and mechanism of the game. 

In 2022, we will push the project forward by launching the product and
sharing experiences during the research and development stage. We will
continue building strong and committed partnerships with local social
service providers as well as creating a train-the-trainer curriculum for them
to conduct workshops or consultations with SDU residents. 
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Environmental
Sustainability 
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Environmental
Management
In Dream Impact, we make sure that our top-of-the-line services would be delivered
without compromising the environment. By examining our wide range of services,
our impact on the environment is measured and adjusted. The following are some
actions taken by Dream Impact to achieve environmental sustainability:

Net-zero targets & environmental footprint
Net-zero targeting: 2025 to scope 1,2 emissions; 2035 to scope 3 emissions. 
Dream Impact aims to monitor and calculate monthly emissions, switching to fans
from A/C whenever we can in the fall or winter. We also opened the door to the
terrace for urban rooftop farms, reducing the use of water by implementing
recycled water plant walls by our logo entrance. Monitor and reduce travel
emissions by offsetting them with carbon credit purchases. 
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Dream Impact's Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Festival Items Recycling and Upcycling
Waste problems from celebrating different festivals are alarming. As a
company committed to continuously improving our environment, Dream
Impact adopts reusable festival items to let our community enjoy eco-
friendly festivals. We reuse decorations, clothes, and lighting every year and
place them in our storeroom when they are not in use. 

Accessible recycling boxes
To increase our community's initiatives for recycling waste, we have placed
recycling boxes for toilet paper rolls, plastic, metal, and glass in our pantry.
Cleaners would come and collect the recyclables weekly. By making the
recycling boxes easily accessible, our partners and employees have been
using the recycling boxes very frequently. 

Second-hand Furniture
Dream Impacts always believe in "small steps make big changes". 80% of
our furniture was sourced from second-hand communities, and we only
search for replacements unless they could not be fixed anymore.
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Eco-friendly supplies

Cooking Utensils 
A full set of cooking utensils is available in Dream Impact's pantry. We
encourage our community to source sustainable ingredients and cook as it
wastes less food and uses less energy.

Glass lunch-boxes
Single-use takeaway items such as plastic cutlery, food containers, bags, and
straws take up to hundreds of years to decompose. We have reusable glass
lunch boxes at our reception for partners to borrow when they are buying
takeaways.  

Compost machine
Compost machines could reduce the volume of food waste in a methane-
free way. It is also available in Dream Impact's pantry.

Eco-friendly consumables
We purchase eco-friendly products for our daily consumables. For office
cleaning products, we are currently purchasing from Define Clean, whose
mission is to reduce plastic waste and minimize carbon footprint. We also
adopt environmentally friendly as well as natural products such as bamboo
tissue paper.
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Governance
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Ethics and Integrity
To uphold the values of business integrity and ethics, employees are
required to comply with the Code of Conduct that provides guidelines for
the prevention of bribery, treatment of conflict of interest, and use of
information, and communication systems. Training and workshops will be
held to remind employees of the latest standard and procedures.

Board Governance
The board of directors comprises 4 members with female directors taking
up 50% to oversee and advise business strategies and performance,
sustainability issues such as ESG targets, risk identification, and
management, audit, nomination, and remuneration.

Sustainability Working Group
To effectively manage and put sustainability forward in Dream Impact, a
cross-department group chaired by the Co-Founder & Chief Catalyst and
joined by the Director of Ecosystem Innovation and Operations & Solutions
Lead was established. The working group is responsible for formulating
sustainability strategies and executing measures, including procurement,
environmental management, and stakeholder engagement. 

Risk Management
A risk management framework allows Dream Impact to identify, measure,
mitigate, report, and manage risks throughout our operations. With a
regular team meeting and open communication culture, risks associated
with daily operations can be identified at an early stage, and discuss
mitigation measures collectively. The senior management together with the
Board, on the other hand, oversee the corporate-level risks and
management process, which will communicate with risk owners for further
actions.

Related SDGs:
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Virtual Engagement Services
In the times when physical events and social gatherings were restricted, there was a growing need for a
space for filming, our event space was quickly transformed into a shooting studio for partners to
conduct photo-taking and live streaming with the provision of add-on services including equipment
rental, studio setup, onsite support, and video editing. Knowing that it may be challenging to keep the
audiences engaged in the online setting, we also provided online event planning, content curation, and
event management services for events such as panel discussions, brainstorming, and hackathon. 

Employee Care
Remote access to documents on the server has been enabled since the early days of Dream Impact’s
establishment and online platforms to centralize communications and project workflow were in place,
making it possible to smoothly adopt work from home policy and flexible working arrangements for our
employees. Rapid Antigen Testing kits are provided to all employees and partners who wish to come
back to Dream Impact free of charge. Hygiene in the workplace was closely monitored with daily
regular cleaning by in-house cleaning staff and comprehensive sterilization by external vendors.

Support for the community
In the midst of pandemics, Dream Impact has sponsored our NGO partner to use the space for packing
and distribution. For example, Social Career used it for a masks-making workshop and resource storage.
Clients who reserved our space were offered to change the event booking date for free and used the
credit later. Besides, social innovators from 80+ social ventures in our network were connected in a
Whatsapp group to share useful information about NGO relief resources. It also served as a matching
platform between resource providers and seekers

Response to COVID-19
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Our Future
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Dream Impact has identified eight impact themes to address the most
pressing social and environmental issues in Hong Kong. Our work
directly fills the key gaps and opportunities in the social innovation
ecosystem, providing transparency and exposure to social innovation
between corporates, academia, government and social ventures. We are
deepening our impact by providing business development, community
and venue support to social ventures while growing our portfolio of
social venture products and services. We are scaling up our reach by
expanding our social innovation hub to other districts of Hong Kong via
long-term partnerships with corporate and academia.

On environmental impact, we are setting ourselves as a leader in
our community by implementing small steps each day to reach our
net-zero carbon footprint target. We are aiming to be B-Corp
certified in the next two years to adhere to our targets and
behavioural changes to global best practices. From rooftop farming
to the opening of Dream Garden, we are committed to reducing our
direct carbon footprint by tree planting and lowering our electricity
consumption as a community.

Way Forward

On social impact and community engagement, the Dream Impact team
will invest in and expand corporate-social partnerships, engage in
academia social entrepreneurship program design and advise
government bodies on capacity building programs. Through impact
consulting, tree planting, mindfulness classes and social capital
building programs, our team is able to integrate their personal calling
and purpose with our daily work connecting social ventures to projects,
talents and funding they lack.

Our impact philosophy and values will continue to drive our collective
social and environmental impact next year, followed by concrete
climate and community actions.
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